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its the classic coming of age story. this theme incorporates a
young protagonist that is introduced to the complexity of the
adult world. sometimes the protagonist is eager to step into
this new world (sixteen candles), and sometimes they are

thrown into it by some incident (juno). while lighter comedies
may focus on rituals of becoming adults, such as drinking and

partying, there are many more serious films that center around
this theme. often, the actual loss of innocence is spurred by a

traumatic event such as death, abuse, or even a divorce.
darker films (american beauty) explore the more turbulent
world of the modern american teenager. while these films

traditionally center on teenagers, they can reach many
younger demographics as well (where the wild things are).

even the smash hit toy story 3 touched on the loss of
innocence and the end of the childhood era. the triumph of
good over evil is an easy enough theme to explore, but its

always a challenge to find a film that successfully illustrates
this concept. it is the ultimate tale that will land a movie a best

picture, as well as golden globe and academy award
nominations and wins. heroes, such as superman, batman, and

spider man have had more than their share of trying to stop
the forces of evil from wreaking havoc on earth. its the

ultimate good vs. evil showdown that every film could use
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some of its mass appeal. sometimes the hero is a 21 year old
girl coming of age in high school. some of the others include

up and stand by me , but the majority center on boys and their
battles with monsters, demons, and evil forces (godzilla).

however, while many of these are boy-centric films, the films
that get the most press are almost always girl-centric. this girl-

centric theme can range from a central female protagonist,
such as beauty and the beast, to a supporting female

character with a central role, such as maleficent or megamind
. this theme includes many subcategories. an amazing
example is the growing number of teen superhero and

adventure films like spiderman, x2, x-men, twilight, hannah
montana, and jonas brothers: the concert. this list is far from

exhaustive.
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flipped from the dark side, most of us become at least
somewhat interested in the paranormal these days. our
cultural perception of the paranormal is changing, and

paranormal stories are rapidly expanding their ways into
modern popular culture. films, television, and magazines rely
more and more heavily on the paranormal to boost sales. and
interest in the paranormal is now normal. paranormal viewers

and interested parties are everywhere, from the number of
websites devoted to the "skeptical" side of the paranormal, to
the lucrative television news programs that cover every ghost

story. his graceful arabesque pose was broken and he fell
heavily on to the floor, and for a moment, while he rose and

came up panting, the black and white world of the stable
seemed to spin round and round. but after it was over, and he
was in the old familiar head, where the sweet smell of straw

and wood lingered, he stopped and began to whistle and
whistle again, and the once dull stable, which had seemed to
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be spinning, suddenly steadied itself and returned to its former
arabesque.the whole of the house, from the narrow passage of
the kitchen to the great hall with its high-arched doorway, was,
as they say in books, over-furnished. it was not that there were

many pieces of furniture in it, but that there were many
different pieces of furniture in it. in fact, it seemed as if an

infinite number of sets of furniture were in the house, rather
than one set of furniture only. many of these sets were very

beautiful. they included tall, carved, gold-and-crimson tables,
with heavy marble tops and gilt ornaments; tall, black, carved
ladders, with gilt rungs and long brass rails; pictures ranged in

deep, carved, ebony frames, with gilt-leafed borders; great
arm-chairs, covered with velvet or silk, cushioned with velvet
or silk, and wide, soft cushions covered with leather, lapped

one upon another. all these things were there and more. there
was not a forgotten corner that they had not completely filled.
not a single corner was left unused. and everyone seemed to
have a story to tell about every one of the pieces. 5ec8ef588b
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